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Review of 2016
It’s not always easy to appreciate just how far we come in a year. So a good practice is to spend
30 minutes going back and taking stock! Our daily activities can become special memories we’ll
treasure in the future. I like to start with a chronological, month by month approach – I literally
get my calendar and look back at the highlights, the successes celebrated and the learnings we
can gain. Here’s a sample of what TASK’s year was like (and I’m sure there’s lots I’ve missed).
In January we started our Balanced Health Courses and our new trainee course leaders were copresenting for the first time; first years had their diploma exam and we were delighted when they
all continued onto 2nd year. February saw a very successful training weekend with Brian Miller
where many students got clarity, many aha’s and renewed enthusiasm! In March we had our
“Early Start” for class of 2017 diploma, and in April I travelled to Turkey to teach a group of b-FIT
owners the value of bringing Systematic Kinesiology to their lives. Throughout April and May we
had many Balanced Health students complete their training around the country and many start
the Diploma in June, which has turned out to be one of the largest classes ever. June also saw the
end of the training for our Course Leaders, and the launch of the new team.
In July Gene Early ran a very special vision workshop here in Westport, an incredible, spine
tingling experience, where participants were given the opportunity to make major commitments
to their future work as Systematic Kinesiologists. In August, with the now expanded teaching
team, we ran our very first “Open Day” in Athlone – we livestreamed the presentations on
Facebook and you can now see those on the website. The day was a mix of presentations,
treatments, and learning more about the training. Many who attended have since completed the
Balanced Health Course and some will be continuing onto Diploma.
September came the time for our Class of 2016 to graduate, and they all enjoyed the Cranials
Workshop with Gek Bee Prout. We also had an amazing TACT Workshop which was run in a new
venue in Castlebar for the first time. It was a very special workshop with so many making
breakthroughs, personal
Kinesiologyzone.com/breastfeedingtransformations, and huge
masterclass – available to purchase
bonds made with each other.
We were delighted to be
joined by Brian Butler via
Zoom who continues to
share his wisdom and
insights so wonderfully.
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Hello and a warm welcome to Winter 2016.
It’s been ever so cold this November and December so far but
thankfully dry. This time last year there were storms and
flooding so it’s a relief to have such nice weather. Christmas is a
wonderful time of year when we celebrate faith, family, and the
tradition of giving gifts. And with that often comes stress. We
hope you’ve enjoyed some of our light-hearted posts on
Facebook when #Elf came to my clinic. Thank you everyone who
shared them too!
Siobhan Guthrie
Tel: 098 26579
087 271 9863

info@kinesiologyzone.com

With 2017 almost upon us, it’s time to reflect on the year gone by and set plans for 2017. We
hope that we’ll see many of you join on some of the post graduate training courses we have
lined up. Some Kinesiology and some that are development of ourselves as practitioners.
Check out the postgraduate training page on the website for all the details and inside this
newsletter.
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Natasha Collins is Client Care/
Secretary. Natasha is the first
point of contact in the office
Monday to Friday and can be
contacted via:
clientcare@kinesiologyzone.com

Gloria Evans is social media
communications. Her main
responsibilities are in keeping
our FB and other social media
outlets updated with useful links
and information.

The KinesiologyZone/TASK Ireland mission is
to offer every person access to a fully
integrated natural healthcare solution that’s
easy to use, founded on science, yet totally
Got a good new story, article on
non-invasive, nurturing and personally
kinesiology or health tip to
empowering to significantly enhance the
share? - send to: media@kinesiologyzone.com
quality of their lives.
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RUNNING IMPROVED WITH SYSTEMATIC KINESIOLOGY
By Liam Daly, Course Leader and Practitioner in Midleton and Clonakilty, Co Cork.
I ran my first full marathon in Cork in on the June bank holiday Monday in 2015. I was absolutely
over the moon to complete such a feat and looked forward to doing it again in the future, such
was the incredible feeling I got from it. Not long afterwards however, my dreams seemed to begin
to unravel.
I started to develop discomfort in the sole of my left foot, my heel felt
swollen and sore, it seemed to ease when I moved around but if I sat
down for a long period or first thing in the morning, the pain would be
back to square one again.
I put it down to over training after running the marathon and
incorrect footwear, so I rested and bought new shoes. No luck.
So I did what any self-respecting runner would do, and consulted Dr.
Google!! I outlined my symptoms, backed up by a few friends who
were knowledgeable runners, and it turned out that I was suffering
from a condition called Planter Fasciitis, a very common problem with runners. Great!!
I wondered how long it would take to recover, so I used all the recommended 'remedies' like new
footwear, stretches, creams and other things. Although it eased somewhat, the problem still
persisted and my motivation to run, knowing that one run might cause a week of pain, was
diminishing all the time. But Kinesiology was there to save the day!!
When studying Kinesiology, we learn that we can balance a muscle by increasing flow of
Lymphatic fluid to the muscle, to strengthen and balance that area and very often bring relief
from pain. Incredibly, I had the tools or recovery at my disposal all along!! Through Systematic
Kinesiology, I discovered that I had Adrenal Fatigue, and these little glands that sit at the top of
my kidneys were causing all my pain.
I knew from learning how to balance muscles that massaging the reflexes for the adrenal glands,
sends lymph to the Sartorius muscle, a big muscle running the length of the upper leg and over
the knee, which connects to the calf, and on to the ankle and the sole of the foot. So I started to
balance this area, and taking the right nutrition to support the muscle.
Within about 10 days, this problem in my foot was gone!! I was absolutely amazed, and delighted.
It had been lingering for over a year and now I had total relief!! I was able to run with freedom
again.
With the New Year fast approaching and new training schedules about to be kicked into gear, a
visit to a Systematic Kinesiologist to simply balance up those muscles and iron out little niggles,
improve your diet and work on your goals for the upcoming year can work wonders for you,
whether you are starting your first couch to 5k or aiming to break your PB in your next Marathon.

I have Systematic Kinesiology to thank for enabling me to
run again, I sure would be lost without it!

www.KinesiologyZone.com
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THE PLACEBO and NOCEBO EFFECT,
by Lydia Fox, Balanced Health Student, Cork
I have deep respect and immense gratitude for the PLACEBO effect. Indeed, what can be said
about the ability we have to give our brains permission to trigger some healing be it on an
emotional or a physical level?
Placebo in Latin means ‘I will please’, and there’s nothing wrong with that!
The glitch is its counterpart: the NOCEBO effect. Nocebo in Latin means ‘I will harm’ and is about
10 times more powerful than the Placebo effect.
That is why when 10 people compliment you on your new haircut while one person just glares at
you, give a guess which feedback can have a stronger effect on your confidence and selfesteem…? You can blame your raising, your personality, or your ego for that, but you’re forgetting
one big factor: it’s called Evolution. Yep… for millions of years (and that is WAY before we
developed a pre-frontal cortex 500,000 years ago) our brains have been wired for the negative, as
a protection mechanism.
In fact, we had to be on our guards all the time and apprehend any possible danger, constantly on
alert against wild animals, violent weather and attacks from strangers. So the Nocebo had that
purpose. We have since developed ways of protecting ourselves from outside dangers, but the
Nocebo is still wired in our brains; so we are still expecting the worst… and we are now attacking
ourselves!
That is why some daily affirmations can be harmful too and weaken our muscles. “I’m powerful
and I’m safe” … nope… too strong of an affirmation, and definitely asking the Nocebo to sneak in
and remind you “yeah, right, what about the day when…., and the time when..?”
So be gentle to yourself, and invite the Placebo on a daily basis by saying something like “I have
felt powerful and safe before, and I’m giving myself permission to feel that again at some stage
today” or “I have felt powerful and safe before, and today I’m available to recognise similar
situations when I can feel safe and powerful”.
The brain is a muscle and will be very grateful to you for minding it and empowering it with
gentle statements. Express gratitude to yourself and the Placebo will be delighted to please you.

ASSOCIATION’S PRACTITIONER LISTING

The Association of Systematic Kinesiology in Ireland
The Association of Systematic Kinesiology; Silver Sea, Estuary Road, Malahide, Co Dublin
Email: info@kinesiology.ie and askirelandmembership@gmail.com
Website: www.kinesiology.ie

www.KinesiologyZone.com

Facebook.com/kinesiologyIE
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Creating your Own Signature Talk
As Systematic Kinesiologists, every day we create positive change in the world. I’m sure many of
us have faced challenges in how we communicate exactly what it is that we do, and the immense
benefits we bring. Public speaking is a really important and effective way to share our message
and engage with future clients. Earlier this year I joined a 6 week course led by communications
specialist Jenny Andersson who has trained many CEOs and TED speakers. At the end of the
course I went to London to present and film my keynote talk at the headquarters of the World
Wildlife Fund. It was an eye-opening experience! Much tougher than I imagined, but has
impacted on my presentations since.
A transformational talk is not like others. It's not about selling from the
stage. It's not about pumping up the room (although it can!). It's about
sharing deep knowledge, dropping a new thought into someone's mind
like a pebble in a pool that ripples outwards and changes the surface
beyond recognition. It's about an idea that's rooted in something worth
sharing with the world. And it's one of the hardest talks to do well. I’ve
asked Jenny to run her programme especially for us as Kinesiologists.
Jenny is going to come to Dublin in March 2017 for a two day workshop
to help each of us become confident speakers. As well as that we’ll have
three webinars prior to the workshop to prepare, covering all aspects of giving a transformational
talk. At the second day of the workshop, we’ll each present and film our short 6 minute talk on
the key message we each want to communicate to the world about our work.
If you would like an experience with like-minded aspiring speakers, to write and deliver the best
possible transformational talk you can, this group will be a great supportive environment where
you can overcome your fear of public speaking, and come out with a fully edited video for your
speaker reel and website! Check out the details here: www.kinesiologyzone.com/post-grad

The “Therapeutic Relationship” Skills course
The aim of this course is to help practitioners understand the importance of the therapeutic
relationship and to enable them to practice, develop and expand on their personal therapeutic
skills. Many of you first met Mags at the TASK conference in 2015, and we’re delighted to have
this opportunity to run this special workshop that will help healthcare practitioners enrich their
clinic sessions and treatments. This is a brief summary of the areas to be covered, most of which
are drawn from the talking therapies.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The importance of the therapeutic relationship
Listening skills
The core conditions
Ethical practice
Confidentiality
The role of creativity
The use of supervision and reflective practice
Introduction to some theoretical models which may be used for clients with stress
induced pain e.g. Person Centered, Psychodynamic, CBT, and Transactional Analysis
Active techniques drawn from the above for use with clients
The course is presented by Mags Clark-Smith MA, PGCE, BCPT, BMC Dip

www.KinesiologyZone.com
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BALANCED HEALTH COURSE
The Balanced Health Course
We were delighted to have offered the three month Balanced Health Course in many new
locations this year. Kinesiology is one of the fastest growing fields in natural health therapy. Not
only does it use an holistic approach, it has the ability to be tailored to each individual person
you are working with. If you wish to learn Systematic Kinesiology you are in the right place.
We’ve been running courses since 2000 and are recognised by the Association of Systematic
Kinesiology in Ireland.
Systematic Kinesiology is both an approach to health and a system of treating the body. Whether
you wish to learn more about how the body works, feel empowered when it comes to your health,
understand how to reduce stress, test for food sensitivities, and so much more, this is the place to
be!
The Balanced Health Course is a part time, 3 month programme consisting of two live weekends,
online video tutorials, monthly masterclasses and a hugely supportive Facebook group
The venues for our Winter/Spring programme are:
Dublin
20-21 January 2017
Mayo
11-12 February
Waterford
25-26 February
Donegal
11-12 March

Leitrim
Charleville, Cork
Cork City
Galway

28-29 January
18-18 February
4-5 March
11.-12 March

ALL THE COURSE DETAILS CAN BE
FOUND HERE:
kinesiologyzone.com/training

Are you considering
DIPLOMA Class of 2018?
Enrolment for our “Early Start” is Open - (4 places left)
That’s right. Our Diploma class of 2018 can start their practitioner training as early as March
2017. If you have recently completed the Balanced Health Course or did so last year, get in touch
to arrange an interview. (Interviews close 31st January). This in-depth call takes about 45 minutes
during which we’ll explore your plans for your Kinesiology practice, the course content, the time
commitment, the fees and payment plans available, dates, venues, all the details, so that you’ll
have all the information you need to be able to decide if it’s for you.
Check out the details here about the diploma: kinesiologyzone.com/diploma Then apply for a
Diploma Discovery Session – by emailing Natasha: clientcare@kinesiologyzone.com
www.KinesiologyZone.com
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2017 Schedule of CPD Workshops & Trainings
A wide range of offerings this year to enhance your practice, personal
development and impact as a Systematic Kinesiologist

SAVE THE DATES
www.kinesiologyzone.com/postgrad for all the details
1 February to 4/5 March 2017 Create Your Signature Talk with Jen Andersson
Open to all Holistic Practitioners

22 -23 March (Wed-Thurs)

The “Therapeutic Relationship” Skills Course
with Mags Clark-Smith

10-11 June
2nd September
3rd September

Post Graduate Workshop with Brian Miller
Graduation Dinner (networking, speakers, presentations)
Detox Workshop with Alison Astill-Smith

4-5 November

“Understanding Fats” Workshop
with Alison Astill-Smith

Graduates wishing to reattend training
Re-attend Balanced Health

Free of Charge (two live weekends). Limited to two
participants in each venue. Please register with head office

Re-attend Diploma weekends

€50 per weekend (limited to two participants and
certain weekends). 2017 dates: kinesiologyzone.com/postgrad

ONGOING SUPPORT IN OUR GRADUATE FACEBOOK GROUPS
If you’re a graduate of a KinesiologyZone/TASK Balanced Health or Diploma
Course, then please do join one of our Facebook groups.
For all TASK Ireland Diploma Graduates: search for “TASK Graduates Group”

www.facebook.com/groups/540771525986035
Balanced Health graduates: search for “KZ Balanced Health Graduates”

www.facebook.com/groups/973935349387012

USEFUL RESOURCES FOUND ON THE INTERNET
Daily Water Intake Calculator - a quick way to find out and tailored to your weight, lifestyle and
http://www.medindia.net/patients/calculators/daily-water-requirement.asp
weather!
Recommended Recipe: Gluten Free, Vegetarian (no suet), and no added sugar MINCE MEAT
https://glutenfreescdandveggie.blogspot.ie/2011/12/mincemeat-gf-scd.html
www.KinesiologyZone.com
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Systematic Kinesiology Course in Perth, Australia
Taking place 10-12 February 2016. A special 3 day Certification 1 programme. If you’ve friends,
colleagues and contacts in Western Australia, let them know. Thanks xx

www.kinesiologyzone.com/perth
Review of 2016 (continued from page 1)
In October TASK attended the Free From Show in Croke Park and I think all the team enjoyed the
many treats on offer. While the show was quiet from a treatment perspective, we met many
wonderful people who have already continued onto the training with us already, and more next
year. Also in October, we ran the first virtual “Educational Masterclass”. The topic was on
supporting breastfeeding mums run by Gemma McGowan and she shared a wealth of experience,
advance and information. This is now available as a replay. November brought a new post
graduate workshop “Healing the leaky gut” with Alison Astill-Smith of Metabolics, and this was
both well attended, and hugely enjoyed. Make sure you save the dates for her next workshop in
November 2017. And the end of November, first years had their final training weekend, and we
enjoyed a Vegan Dinner Dance on the Saturday night. And in December, a month that can lend
itself to winding down, instead, we started our next Course Leadership programme and launched
our first course that will run next year in Perth, Australia with Bettina Steed (Cooke – class of 08).
Whew! That does seem a lot, but none of it would have been possible without the work of our
expanding team – Elma, Des, Mella, Lorraine, Sheila, Caroline, Angela, and Liam; in the office,
Natasha looking after our students, huge support to me, and my diary! And Gloria, who does a
great job producing our social media communications; and the wonderful contributions of Gek
Bee Prout, Brian Butler, Stephanie Mills, Brian Miller, and Gene Early.
On the personal side of things, I said goodbye to a long term friend of 30 years which knocked me
more than I’d appreciated. Many of you will have had your own battles too, health challenges,
lost loved ones, or parted ways with others. Perhaps 2016 will be a year that you wish to forget,
but if you look for the learning, the wisdom and compassion you’ve gain, then you’ll grow
stronger, and therefore I year full of wonderful memories. I can’t thank Systematic Kinesiology
enough for the help it gives me to get back on track when I inevitably do, to help release stress in
a simple way, how it offers hope for ourselves and others, and the rewards that brings.
I encourage you to do this Review exercise. Take stock of this year that’s passed, celebrate the
successes, be grateful for the tougher times (find the learnings), and keep focussed on growing
and developing. Thank you for being a part of this Systematic Kinesiology Community.
All that’s left for me to say is Merry Christmas, and to wish you all the joys, peace,
fun, hope, and good health for 2017.
www.KinesiologyZone.com
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